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The design of tourism products is changing due to factors such as the growing importance of the Internet and the ability of tourists to be involved in the production of their own products/experiences, (namely the emergence of the ‘prosumer’). This paper reports a study into the responses of Tour Operators and On-line Travel Agencies to the evolution of the tourism sector. The case-study analyzes the use of marketing mix variables for outbound tourists from the United States booking tours to Italy. A comparison between operators and the five main on-line travel agencies is then made. The purpose of the paper is to demonstrate an ongoing repositioning of these tourism players along the long-tail theory curve and a reversal of the Tour Operator’s role, from that of a general mass market orientation to the supply of a niche market demand by promoting customized travel packages based on specific requirements. Implications of this process for the marketing of destinations and SMEs are discussed in the final part of the paper.
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Introduction

The tourism business is continuously evolving. This industry has undergone profound changes from the 1970s to the present, which are forcing suppliers to renew their products in order to satisfy the emerging demand target requirements and to remain competitive in the global market (Weber & Roehl, 1999; Beldona, 2005; Buhalis & O’Connor, 2005; Chabot, 2007; O’Connor, Höpken & Gretzel, 2008; Egger & Buhalis, 2008; Au, 2010; Buhalis & Jun, 2011; Corigliano & Baggio, 2011). These changes have been favored by the diffusion of digital media and information communication technology (ICT), the Internet Revolution as a new narrow-casting communication means, and the application of all these tools to the Travel & Leisure tourism market (Buhalis, 1998; Buhalis & Licata, 2002; Law et al., 2004; Andreau et al., 2010). Buhalis & Law have provided an overview of the tourism evolution in the last 30 years: from the Computer Reservation System (CRS) in the 1970s to the Global Distribution System (GDS) in the 1980s, to the Internet Revolution in the second half of the 1990s (Buhalis & Law, 2008; Law et al., 2009; Poon, 1988).

The aim of the survey is to understand how TOs are adapting their web marketing strategies in response to ICT development in order to promote and sell their travel destination.

Prior studies (Inkpen, 1998; Law, 2000; Buhalis 1998; Barnet & Standing, 2001) have focused on the opportunity or threatens for tourist suppliers due to the Internet development. Some others declare that on-line travel services have become one of the largest e-commerce domains around the world (Zhang, 2004; Smith & Jenner, 1998; Clemons et al, 2002; Buhalis, 2000).

Few studies have analyzed the relationship between TOs and Internet as a new distribution channel (Rachman & Richins, 1997; Gartner & Bachri, 1994; Wan, 2002; Cai et al., 2004; Law et al., 2001), rather researchers are often interested to the strong TOs’ bargaining power on accommodation companies (Buhalis, 2000; Caulek, 2000; Medina-Muñoz & García-Falcón, 2000; Karamustafa, 2000; Aguiló et al., 2001, Medina-Muñoz et al. 2001; Bastakis et al., 2002) or to their role as a vehicle of a travel destination image (Baloglu & Mangaloglu, 1999; Novelli & Hellwing, 2011; Klemm & Parkinson, 2001; Trunfio et al., 2006). The Internet revolution is moving the researchers' interests to its impact on travel agencies and consumers behavior and no studies have addressed about the TOs role as new Internet brokers.

Inside the traditional tourism industry, TOs have always played a very important and exclusive role both with destinations and with local tourist services suppliers. Their bargaining power allowed them to
put together several tourist services in travel packages which were sold to mass market tourism demand (Yale, 1995). With the Internet Revolution and the born of new tourist brokers, like OTAs (Carroll & Sigauw, 2003; Christodoulidou et al., 2010; Vinoid, 2011), TOs are forced to replace and resize their role inside the tourism industry.

In the attempt to demonstrate those changes, the survey considers the U.S tourism market case-study in terms of the supply and demand toward Italy. The European Tourism Council Study (ETC, 2010) demonstrates that in U.S. tourism market the use of Internet for travel reasons increased more than 50% since 2000 to 2010 and, in 2010 more than 66% of U.S. population books a travel on-line. Starting from this data, this survey goes into this trend. A new kind of tourist consumer is emerging: the prosumer (Toffler, 1981) who can be compared to the US on-line tourist one. After that, the paper collects and analyzes data about two kind of tourist stakeholders: small sized TOs and big OTAs. The firsts have always belonged to the tourism industry chain. Their main duty is to put together the basic services required for a travel enjoyment (i.e. flight + hotel) and then, once the package is ready, a travel agency will going to promote and sell it. The on-line travel agencies, instead, were born thanks to the Internet Revolution, when the four main GDS became websites, covering a new role like e-intermediaries (Buhalis, 2004; Buhalis & Law, 2008). Step by step OTAs have started to contact the tourism providers services, bypassing the TOs' figure and its role.

The choice to analyze this two tourism players is due to the tourist demand behavior. In fact, the both are examined by the U.S on-line tourist demand during the travel information searching phase (U.S.Travel Association and NLTeC, 2009; PhoCusWright's, 2010; Pan & Fesenmaier, 2006; Xiang & Pan, 2011). Because of this phenomenon our hypotheses are:

1. understanding if small-sized TOs are threatened by OTAs;
2. the way TOs react to the advance of OTAs, as a new tourist player;
3. TOs and OTAs place along the tourism chain industry.

To satisfy our hypothesis, a comparison between the two stakeholders is made, referring to the US tourism market to Italy. The survey records the response of TOs and OTAs, referring both to the long tail theory (Anderson, 2006) and to the new consumer behavior due to Internet developments. This is demonstrated by analysis of web marketing tools used by a panel of 11 small-sized U.S. TOs, and the strategy changes in terms of product, price and web promotion. After the TOs analysis, a comparison with OTAs was made referring to offered destination. We are going to demonstrate how TOs and OTAs are reversing their management strategies in the attempt to catch different tourist target demand, with a consequent their repositioning along the long tail theory curve (Anderson, 2006). To this purpose, we raised the following questions:

1. What place do OTAs and TOs hold in the long tail theory curve?
2. Can new business trends create niche market TOs and mass market OTAs?
3. How do TOs and OTAs react to the tourism demand changes?
4. Thanks to the Internet and web marketing instruments, is the emergence of a new kind of TO, different from the mass-market traditional ones, possible?

Research Background: Prosumerism and Long Tail Theory

New technological tools have changed the tourism demand, in terms of both life-style and product enjoyment. Internet development is allowing everybody to interact, comment, publish and create contents (Karakas, 2009). According to Granovetter, this new kind of communication creates a network based on the “strength of weak ties” (Granovetter, 1983; Granovetter, 2005; Granovetter & Swedberg, 2011; Costa & Testa, 2012). This has given rise to what Tim O’Reilly calls “Web 2.0” (O’Reilly, 2005), defined as the transformation of the Internet into social networks by which to share data, information, services and common passions. Communities with different interests meet around a large number of sites, ready to create a common intelligence able to produce services (prosumerism), information and products (Grassini, 1999).

In this way, the Internet has become an important information tool not only for tourists, but it is also a commercial distribution and sales promotion instrument. Hence, the Internet allows both the business to consumer (B2C) relationship and the development of new market trends. The Internet is the tourism providers’ response to the tourists’ new purchase-consumption behavior aimed at satisfying the prosumers’ requirements (Milani et al., 2011; Baggio & Corigliano, 2006).

The prosumer is the new Internet user. According to Toffler (Toffler, 1981), the excessive mass production led to the market saturation. This phenomenon encouraged some changes in B2C relationship. The passive consumer gives way to a
more participatory one who becomes part of the production process. It means customized services and goods as consumer requires. The web 2.0 and the new digital technologies are increasing the cooperation between consumers and producers favoring the prosumer’s birth: an active consumer and producer in the same time (Toffler, 1981; Rifkin, 2000; Choi et al., 2007).

With the birth of the prosumer, the "digital society" becomes the place of individual differences that interact with each other and that constantly claim their individuality (Granieri, 2006). We are facing the so called "mass customization" (Bandulet & Morasch, 2003), which is the result of shared creativity. The co-creativity (Costa, 2005) combines the individual creativity (customization) with the social creativity (word of mouth, the user generated content and sharing of experiences). It is a shared collective knowledge that allows tourists to make purchase decisions, reasoned and relevant to their needs, with the ability to access the experiences of other tourists that have the same needs and motivations.

Referring to the tourism, the prosumer is an interactive person and a frequent traveler who is seeking experiences. For this reason, he is not interested in standard packages, which are reserved for the mass target demand (Chiam et al., 2009) rather he wants to live a travel experience, he wants to visit new places and be connect with local community. The prosumer is the new consumer with the following features: he is expert and aware about the travel he wants to do; he is careful to the price and quality relationship when he buys a travel package; he is critical and suspicious about some online reviewers; he knows very well what he needs and, when he browses on the web, he looks for a travel experience; finally he is not interested in mass-market standardized travel packages, rather he prefers an edutainment (education + entertainment) travel package (Gilmore & Pine, 2007). This means that the prosumer is more oriented towards niche tourism services and packages which, as we are going to explain, are positioned in the "Long Tail".

This new kind of tourist becomes a new demand target who must be included inside the marketing portfolio of tourism brokers. If prosumer is an Internet user, consequently tourism brokers can find him on the web.

Nowadays, thanks to Internet developments, both travel agencies and TOs have directed some tourism product promotion and distribution strategies to this medium, using it as a means of communication and selling.

In this new social context, the tourism industry doesn’t have the control of the communication, as in the past. The tourism industry has to build new communication methods: travel agents can start a peer-to-peer dialogue with tourists to find out their needs and desires, but also to learn how to improve their services thanks to feedback, reviews and comments. We are facing a new way of doing business, which involves relational skills in knowing how to listen and to talk, abandoning the "advertising monologues".

The worldwide spread of the Internet gave rise to the long tail theory (Anderson, 2006). According to Anderson, the long tail phenomenon began thanks to the web, because it allows one to reach all specialized or niche market communities with specific interests in order to sell desired services or products. Anderson declared that the on-line selling of niche services or products is better than that of mass services or products. The long tail theory bases on the changes of the distribution channels due to the Internet development. This change has been possible thanks to three forces that act in the long tail:

- First force: democratization of production tools, namely the dissemination of the means of production and sharing of content and information
- Second force: the democratization of distribution, ie the ability to deploy global services and information
- Third force: simplification of the link between demand and supply, or the possibility offered by community and word of mouth to find the right product or service - and therefore a proper producer - that meets the needs of the consumer.

In comparison with the traditional distribution system, the on-line selling increases the number of suppliers and, consequently, of products and services available for an Internet users. Both big-sized and small-sized Internet players stand together on the Web becoming competitors one each others. It means that they need to distinguish their supply. This is true for all market sector, tourism included.

With his theory Anderson shows, in a graph, that even if, to some popularity products or services correspond an high number of demand, the highest selling volume and revenues are generated by the unpopular or niche products and services.

It is true because the popular products are available by the most suppliers, instead the unpopular ones are more lacking and more difficult in finding. Thanks to Internet development and the on-line distribution the niche destinations become more easily available to the on-line tourists (prosumer). It allows the small sized TOs reaching specific target demand and getting good revenues, as well. It means that a new business model is emerging. It is more not based on standardized and mass market products rather on customized ones.
Referring to the small-sized US TOs selling Italy as main travel destination, the survey will demonstrate how they are applying the Anderson's long tail theory inside their marketing strategies. Their portfolio includes not only Italian popular destinations, but niche destinations too. We are going to demonstrate that niche destinations allow the TOs to distinguish their supply both with direct competitors (others TOs) and with the indirect ones (OTAs).

The survey analyses the small-sized US TOs marketing mix (product, price and on-line promotion) and goes on with a comparison of the five big OTAs. This due because we want to discover what this two tourism brokers distinguish each other in terms of marketing mix strategies and what allows small-sized TOs to "survive inside that huge box" called World Wide Web.

As previous studies declare, thanks to Internet the ways in which tourism products are purchased and used have rapidly changed. It means that tourism demand behavior changed in terms of both life-style and product enjoyment (Pan & Fesenmaier, 2006; Chung & Buhalis, 2008; Ryan & Rao, 2008; Tussyadiah & Fesenmaier, 2009; Buhalis & Law, 2008).

Tourists buy a product after specific information searches, gaining a self-service mentality. They are able to put together a travel package using direct selling channels, telephone calls or any other means made available by ICT. In doing that, tourists are performing functions of TOs by assembling single elements of a trip into one package. With the increasingly convenient access to tourist service providers and information on Internet, this trend is always more popular thanks to the OTAs: the new tourist players born as a response to the tourism growth and market evolution. Browsing on an OTAs web site and to the dynamic packaging, tourist is now able to book a hotel on-line, or buy an airline ticket or rent a car. He decides how long to stay and where to go, sure of to form his own customized holiday package (Rachman & Richins, 1997). In other words, tourist is able to create a basic travel package made of at least flight + hotel.

Some years ago this was what TOs made. The main TO's duty was to put together the basic tourist services as transportation and accommodation in a travel package and promote it to a travel agency. At the end of the 1990s in fact, the traditional tourism industry consisted of three main players: tourism services providers, tour operators (TOs) and travel agencies. By 2000, the Internet and the increasing technological tools multiplied the brokering levels and changed the relationships within the tourism industry (Buhalis, 2004; Litvin et al., 2008; Akehurst, 2009; Illu et al., 2010; Xiang & Gretzel, 2010; Zeher et al., 2011). Because of this technological wave, tourism providers have gradually implemented innovations in the creation, promotion and selling of their products. The old commercial distribution and sales promotion strategies gradually declined and new marketing instruments emerged in the tourism industry (Cai et al, 2004; Huang et al, 2009; Xiang & Pan, 2011; Kim et al, 2007; Della Corte & Sciarelli, 2003). The traditional tourism industry doesn't exist anymore, rather the increasing number of direct and indirect competitors forced all tourist players, both the big and the small sized ones, to adapt or change
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their marketing strategies in order to survive inside the Internet Revolution.

As this survey is going to demonstrate U.S. tourism brokers, particularly small-sized TOs selling Italy as main travel destination, have tried to diversify and specialize their supply. They began to address a niche demand that seeks highly customized products and expert service able to meet the specific customer requirements (Trunfio et al, 2006; Klemm & Parkinson, 2001; Medina-Muñoz et al, 2003; Bastakis et al., 2004). In this way, they have a dual role in a tourism destination marketing process: on the one hand their web sites become information sources for potential travelers, on the other hand they encourage and sell packages, customized or not, to everyone seeking high-quality expert service.

Previous studies (Woodside & Lysonsky, 1989; Gartner, 1993; Baloglu & Mangalaglu, 2001; Fría et al, 2008; Dioguardi, 2009; Li et al, 2009; Novelli & Hellwig, 2011) have shown that TOs play a very important role in the image perception of tourism destinations, especially abroad, influencing the travel decisions of tourists.

In this way the survey demonstrates how they are changing their traditional role as tourism mass market player. If in the traditional tourist industry, TOs usually were mainly mass-market oriented, the case-study we analyzed shows how this trend is changing. Because of the large number of tourist competitors and to the limited financial availability due to their small size, this kind of TO directs its offer to a new kind of tourist demand target in the attempt to remain competitive inside the World Wide Web. Rather than offering standardized travel packages in terms of mass market tourist destination, small-sized TOs offer new niche destinations, where it's possible to live an unforgettable travel experience made of smells; flavors; sounds and sensations which give an adding value to the travel.

This is what looks for the prosumer, who, for his behavior and socio-economic features, can be compared to the US on-line traveler wishing to leave abroad.

In the attempt to answer the previous four questions, the survey shows that TOs, especially the small-sized ones, are changing their traditional role as tourism mass market player. In fact they are directing their supply to niche market demand target, in particular to the prosumer, offering him customized travel packages sold and promoted direct on their web sites. On the other hand, big OTAs, like Expedia.com; Travelocity.com; Priceline.com, have always more control on mass market tourist. Their popularity, but, above of all, their high bargaining power on a large number of tourism service providers, allows them to reach the mass tourism demand, who looks for popular destinations which are placed on the head of the long tail graph. The dynamic package technique offered by OTA allows everybody to join two or more basic tourism service in a web-self-made travel package, questioning, in this way, the traditional TO's role.

Survey Features

Italy is one of the most desired travel destinations for non-European tourists, and this is particularly true for the U.S. outbound tourist market (ENIT, 2010). Despite terrorist attacks, Middle East wars, depreciation of the Dollar against the Euro, expansion of the global tourism market due to ICT development and the emergence of new competitor destinations, the U.S. tourist demand in Italy still maintains substantial arrival volumes, only behind those of the United Kingdom and France (OTTI, 2010). In fact, 89% of U.S. TO customers ask for travel information to Italy, even though the percentage of sold packages is only 30.1% (ISNART, 2010).

A study by the U.S. Travel Association (U.S. Travel Association and NLTeC, 2009) showed that the U.S. tourism demand seeks travel information using technological instruments such as search engines, service provider web sites (airline companies, hotels, etc.) and on-line tourism brokers (OTAs, TOs). This allows potential tourists to make bookings and obtain more specific information about a destination. Web 2.0-related sites are also used, e.g. virtual communities, social networks and user-generated-content (UGC) sites, which encourage e-word-of-mouth in which the user/tourist recounts his travel experience to others, becoming a promoter and a source of information. These data confirm that the U.S. tourist population uses the Internet as its main and preferred information source. In 2009, about 80% of the U.S. population stated that they had used the Internet to collect information for trip planning. After collecting information, 66% of them decided to make an on-line booking of the tourist product closest to what they required, using broker web sites or purchasing directly from the service provider web sites (ETC, 2010).

In comparing this data with the ENIT ones about the US tourist profile travelling to Italy (ENIT, 2010), we found a lot of similarities. Furthermore the same profile and behavior can be compared to the prosumer one (Toffler, 1981). Because of the large number of competitors being on Internet and in the attempt to catch niche tourist demand target, some small sized TOs have decided to widen their supply moving their interests to specific kind of product
enjoyment. This was possible also thanks to the investment in new communication instruments and promotion channels, creating effective web sites to deal with both the business to consumer (B2C) and the business to business (B2B) relationships.

Methods

The survey is divided into four sections with the aim to investigate how US small-sized TOs stand along the long tail theory's graph.

The first section analyzes TOs web sites as promotion channel required by Anderson theory. Therefore, first of all it needed to identify the US small-sized TOs with a well-working web site to promote and sell travel packages on the Internet. For this reason, we selected some small U.S. TOs specialized in promoting and selling Italy as the main destination in their product range. After obtaining a list of U.S. TOs selling travel packages to Italy from the Italian Tourism Agency (ENIT), we established selection criteria to create a panel of 11 TOs having the following common features:

- A web site with on-line product list;
- Yearly turnover around 5 million U.S. dollars;
- Promotion of Italy as the only or main destination in their product list;
- Proposal of travel packages;
- Highly customized packages and services;

Second section analyzes the TOs packages and their corresponding price. There were 104 selected packages in total with reference to the 2010/2011 on-line product list. A database containing the information on each variable was created (Atzeni et al., 2009), allowing us to analyze and summarize all the data.

The obtained graph will overlapped on the Anderson's long tail one.

Third section refers to Search Engine Optimization (SEO) analysis. As previous studies show (Cai et al., 2004; Pan et al 2011; Xiang & Pan, 2011) to be on-line is not enough requirement.

TO needs to be noticed on the web, and for this, it must include a SEO analysis in its web marketing strategies.

Search engine results show different tourism players (OTAs, tourism service providers, social media) depending on the research criteria.

Considering a PhoCusWhright's research declaring that OTAs are the travel categories generating the major travel traffic volumes (PhoCusWhright, 2009), we decided to compare the US small-sized TOs with five big OTAs. This is due to the dynamic packaging that could allow an Internet user to create the same package supplied by a TO, using the OTA's web site. The PhoCusWhright's research appoints the seven top OTAs in the world, five of them are the most popular in US.

Forth section is a comparison with the five main OTAs. It refers to the attempts to assembly the same kind of travel services in a package as US small-sized TOs made.

Section One: TOs' Web Site Promotion

The on-line promotion of travel packages supplied by each TO web site was analyzed as essential element referring to the Anderson's long tail theory. According to the study by Cai, Card & Cole (2004), the presence of 36 promotion elements in the sites were searched. The e-commerce elements were disregarded because they were not relevant to the aim of this survey.

The selected elements refer to Web 1.0 and 2.0 marketing tools. The study of the on-line promotion focuses on on-line information, promotion and sharing of contents, with reference to the B2C relationship.

The survey evaluated the presence of some important web marketing tools in each TO web site. These web marketing tools were divided into three groups. Each value refers to the number of sites with that element.

The first, referred to as “information promotional tools”, concerns not only the services provided by the TO but also the Italian landscape and historical attractions. This kind of information promotional tools were divided into three subgroups (Table 1):

1. This subgroup refers to tools providing information about the TO packages and travel services;
2. This subgroup refers to tools providing information about Italy as a travel destination;
3. This subgroup refers to tools providing information about the TO.
Table 1. Web information promotional tools of the T.Os web sites.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Web information promotion tools selected in three groups</th>
<th>T.Os number using them</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tools providing information about the T.O. packages and travel services</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packages offered</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prices per package</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Itinerary per package</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Departure dates and schedules</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optional activities (tours, transfers, daily activities…)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price of optional activities</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special offers</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional information on hotels</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customized packages</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tools providing information about Italy as a travel destination</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical-cultural information about Italy</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photos of Italy</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Videos of Italy</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel advice</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Money exchange and/or weather conditions information</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events/News</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tools providing information about the T.O.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information on the T.O.</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address of T.O.</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-mail contact</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone contact</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAQ</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second group (Table 2), called “web marketing promotional tools”, regards the on-line communication tools, referring to both Web 1.0 (newsletter, brochure downloads, etc.) and Web 2.0 (social networks, blogs; Really Simple Syndication (RSS); video virtual trips, etc.). The aim of the survey was to understand if TO web sites act merely as a showcase or allow content sharing between demand and supply.

Table 2. Web marketing promotional tools of the T.O. web sites.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Web marketing 1.0 promotional tools</th>
<th>T.Os numbers using them</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brochure download</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newsletter</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send e-mail to a friend</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client Testimonial</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media Testimonial</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Network</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blog</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot link membership</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSS</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Virtual Trips</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical Search</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mapping</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contextual Advertising</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Podcasting</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tag</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The third group (Table 3) refers to on-line services and action allowed to the clients by each TO's web site.

Table 3. Allowed on-line services and action.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B2C services</th>
<th>TO's number using them</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Combination of products on-line</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booking on-line</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payment on-line</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verification on-line of available places</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control of booking status/purchase</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel contract notice</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel insurance notice</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/24 customer care service</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserved clients web area</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partners reserved web area</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results show that all TOs use their web site as a promotional tool for their packages and to provide information about themselves. As promoters of the destinations and to make the travel packages more desirable, the TOs add photos of Italian historical monuments and landscapes to their web sites. Only 6 of the 11 TOs give cultural information about Italian historic monuments, and less than half provide travel tips or suggestions, for example: exchange rates, weather conditions, exhibits or cultural events happening in Italy.

Although all the TOs use their web site as a showcase for their product range, not all of them give detailed information about the travel packages, for example departure dates and schedules, daily tour details, additional information about accommodation, travel insurance or travel contract. Furthermore although all TO packages can be customized, this operation is not allowed on-line for all of them. Hence the user interested in a travel package must contact the TO directly by e-mail or by phone. On-line booking of packages is allowed by 8 of the 11 TOs, but only 7 of them allow on-line payment.

The web site is also a customer care tool. Frequently asked questions (FAQ), a reserved customer area after registration, and a help-line to assist at any time are just some of the web marketing tools used by TOs. These tools reinforce both the B2C relationship and the B2B relationship (e.g. public tourist agencies, media, brokers).

The most recent web marketing tools are also on the web sites. Newsletters (90%) and brochure downloads (70%) are the most common ones, while others are more unusual: mapping (60%), contextual advertising (30%), feedback (20%), RSS (10%). Some sharing tools are common, such as social networks (80%), sending an e-mail to a friend (50%), blogs (20%), podcasting (30%), tags (30%), video virtual trips (40%), which drive the e-word-of-mouth wave.

Finally some TOs try to create customer loyalty using on-line tools, such as “win a trip to Italy” with a competition prize draw; “buy and give a friend a $50, $100 or $200 coupon”. Some TOs use the web site as a communication platform thanks to a Skype contact by which the user can make direct on-line contact (call or video call) or verify that a TO operator is on-line or not. Furthermore 80% of TOs use the most popular social networks, such as Facebook, Twitter, Yelp and LinkedIn, to publish and share content concerning their products. Some links to YouTube, the most popular media sharing site, allow users to watch and share holiday videos.

The data on web marketing promotional tools allowed us to divide the TOs into four groups. (Figure 2).

TO's belonging to a group rather to another depends on the number of the promotional elements being on its own web site. The web sites contents refer to the groups and subgroups showed on Tables 1, 2 and 3.

The assigned criteria for each group were so established:

- Group 1 (18%): TOs web sites having high information contents and using quite none web marketing tools;
- Group 2 (27%): TOs web sites having high information contents and offering on-line customer services;
- Group 3 (46%): TOs web sites having high information contents, offering on-line customer services and using some basic web marketing promotion tools merely the ones belongings to the Web 1.0;
• Group 4 (9%): TOs web sites having the high information contents, offering on-line customer services and using fully web marketing tools, from the basic ones to the more sophisticated.

Figure 2. Classification of TOs according to their use of web site as an important marketing promotional tool.

Although all the TOs use their web site as an information showcase to promote the travel packages, only some of them fully benefit from the potential of the Internet as a distribution tool and as an interactive communication channel. Most TOs do not allow the tourist to put together services by himself. This is because they prefer direct contact with customers to supply personalized services that satisfy all specific needs.

Section Two: TOs' supply

Once we analyzed the web sites as promotional element to the base of long tail theory, it needs to know the packages with corresponding prices on-line offered by TOs.

In this section, first we are going to discover the promoted Italian destinations and what kind of services the packages include; second the proposed prices which depend on the popularity of the destinations and the services included inside the packages.

Product

Once we collected all data and inserted them into the database, the percentage presences of Italian cities or geographic areas supplied in the TOs’ travel packages were calculated.

The cities or geographic areas were included in one of three destination groups (Ejarque, 2007):

A. Base tourism destinations: They have more than 30% presence in the travel packages. Their main feature is a high tourism load and a large number of tourist attractions well known to the U.S. tourism demand;

B. Transit tourism destinations: They have between 30% and 10% presence in the travel packages. Tourists visit them on their way to other final destinations. The visit is short, but tourist numbers can be very high;

C. Niche regional tourism destinations: They have no more than 10% presence in the travel packages. TOs supply these destinations to selected customers who have specific requirements and seek travel experiences away from the most popular Italian destinations.

There are many TO packages proposing visits to the three main Italian tourism cities belonging to the “turisdotto” (an Italian word referring to Rome, Florence and Venice). These three cities are included in the “Base destination” group because they appear in 69%, 52% and 43% packages, respectively. The Amalfi Coast belongs to the same group as well, because has 43% inside the TOs supply even if the accommodation is almost always situated in Sorrento, which serves as the base for day trips to Naples, Pompeii, Amalfi, Positano and Capri Island.

Many geographic areas both in the north and on the south of Italy belongs to the second group: the “Transit Destinations” one. Sicily is divided into
two areas: north-western Sicily and south-eastern Sicily. This is because none of the packages supplies a tour of all of Sicily on account of its large size and the difficulty in reaching it from the other Italian regions (Dioguardi, 2009; Cuccia & Rizzo, 2011; Cracolici & Nijkamp, 2009). Catania and Palermo are the base cities from which the tours depart, directed to the south-eastern and north-western coasts of Sicily, respectively. The Sicilian locations most commonly visited during the tours are: Agrigento, Piazza Armerina, Taormina and Etna. Instead, Mazara del Vallo and Syracuse do not appear very frequently in the packages.

Like Sicily, also Tuscany can be divided into two areas: northern Tuscany and southern Tuscany. The packages to southern Tuscany involve stays in the Chianti-shire area. These tours usually leave from Florence, but sometimes from Rome as well, and visit Siena, San Gimignano, Volterra, Montepulciano and Monteriggioni, areas well known for their celebrated wines. Tours to northern Tuscany leave from Florence and visit Pisa, Montecatini and Lucca. Some tours, leaving from Rome and head toward Florence, avoid the Chianti-shire area and visit some umbrian cities (Assisi, Perugia and Orvieto).

Other cities belonging to the transit destinations group are Verona, Padua, Murano and Burano (locations next to Venice) or to Bologna, Modena, Reggio Emilia and Parma in Emilia Romagna.

Finally the Milan area in northern Italy is infrequently supplied in the packages. If the tour takes more than 10 days, these areas are usually included in it, but not in the other cases. The most visited northern areas are Milan and Lake Como, sometimes Lake Maggiore. Milan sometimes serves as the final destination for tours starting in Rome.

The third group “Niche destinations” includes destinations linked to specific interests and able to satisfy the customers’ requirements. All of them form no more than 10% presence. These destinations have a very specific tourism orientation, such as wine & food, folklore, seaside or an exclusive naturalistic or landscape aspect. For this reason, these packages are addressed to niche target demands with specific needs and looking for a new kind of high-quality travel away from the popular travel spots.

In northern Italy, the destinations including in this last group are Piedmont and the Liguria Coast. Leaving from Turin, these tours provide two kinds of holidays: the first is mainly related to wine & food, with visits to Monferrato and the Langhe area; the second involves both wine & food and the seaside, because it spends several days on the Cinque Terre Coast. Lake holiday requirements are met with stays in the Lake Maggiore area.

In central Italy, TOs supply food & wine packages in the Marche area. In southern Italy, folklore and food & wine packages are supplied in the Salento & Gargano area and the Matera area. Seaside holidays involve the Tyrrhenian Calabria Coast and the Aeolian Islands.

The following figure reports the summary data, showing with a histogram, the three destination groups supplied by U.S. TOs and their corresponding percentages presences on the sum of the 104 packages analyzed.

The decreasing curve marking out of the histogram, reminds the Anderson’s long tail curve. Hence the attempt to overlap the two graphs in a whole figure. The resulting figure shows some evident similarities between the two graphs.

Figure 3. To destinations compared according to the long tail theory.
In the tourism sector, the popular products/destinations can be placed on the head of the Anderson's graph and the unpopular ones, which usually are considered as niche destinations, can be placed on the tail of the same graph.

As Anderson declares, some popularity products or services correspond to high numbers of demand. The Italian destinations recording 53% of presences, coinciding with the “Base destinations” group, are those most required by customers and supplied by TOs. In the meantime, we have to consider that each TO supplies at least one package including this destinations, so for this reason, this kind of product has a lot of competitors and low prices as well. On the opposite side are the niche-market destinations (only 9%), coinciding with the “Niche destinations” group. These are the same niche and un-popular products and services that Andersons declares as generating the highest selling volume. This is true because they are very competitive and, consequently, have a higher price than the base destinations packages. However, the TOs are tending to supply many packages (38%) that combine popular Italian cities with unpopular tourist areas, included in the “Transit destinations” group. In this way, TOs are trying to reposition themselves within the tourism industry. Indeed TOs want to acquire a new image, no longer linked to a mass tourism demand, but to one of niche tourism. New destinations are proposed, both in the transit and niche packages, in order to satisfy the new customer requirements.

After identifying the more and less popular Italian destinations supplied by TO packages, we analyzed the additional services to clarify two aspects: the overall TO supply and the high added value in its package; some pricing choices which distinguish packages each other.

The more the services are targeted toward a given target, the higher is the price of the package and the more it can influence a potential customer to choose a TO package over another one. Figure 4 shows the additional services, included in the final price, divided by type as follows:
- additional customer care services;
- daily tours and activities;
- meals;
- local transfers

These kinds of services provide the added value to the TO packages. The daily tours or activities vary according to customer requirements. Guided museum or archeological area tours (41%) are included in both cheap travel packages and expensive ones. Food & wine tours (28%) are supplied mainly in niche travel packages targeted at specific customers who seek not only a cultural visit but also the discovery of local traditions. Furthermore there are tours including cooking courses, craft workshops, theater or music shows, high fashion shopping and thermal spas. These tours or activities have a dual function, benefitting both the tourist and the host population. As Novelli & Hellwig (2011) pointed out for other destinations, the tourist has an experience that goes far beyond a simple stay at a destination, as he learns much about the host area, while at the same time the traditional customs and local folklore are kept alive.

The customer care services include tour guides (27%) or, as an alternative, audio-guide recordings (11%), baggage delivery (18%), and museum or archeological area bookings (23%). The last percentage is very low considering the high number...
of tourist attractions belonging to the Italian historical and cultural heritage, indicating that few TOs are involved in selling Italian cultural services. Furthermore it needs consider that museum or archeological area booking services are available only in the main cities such as Rome, Florence and Venice, not in minor destinations, and only one of the selected TOs includes in its core-business the booking of exhibitions, museums or any other event. Anyway, the traditional TO concept is changing. TO packages are no longer merely the flight + hotel (Della Corte, 2004), but now in its core business TO include hotels, villas, B&B or farm accommodations + daily activities that meet the customer requirements. A few TOs (5%) include gadgets, holiday souvenirs, travel insurance or document travel bags in the final price.

Meals included in the package price are usually dinner (62%), while the lunch percentage is 38%. No packages include meals every day.Finally many packages include local transfers such as itinerary point-to-point bus transfers (42%), airport transfers (25%), train transfers (7%), domestic flights (2%) and boat transfers (1%). As an alternative to bus transfer, car rental or drivers can be requested.

Price

Price, as marketing mix variable of our US TOs analysis, refers to the weighted mean calculated from the sum of the product between price and number of days for each package in the product list of each TO. The following elements were analyzed for each TO:
1. position regarding the weighted mean calculated from the price and number of days for each package in the product list;
2. position regarding the mean daily charge;
3. range between minimum and maximum price for each TO’s list of packages;
4. lowest, highest and mean selling-price for geographic areas/cities belonging to the three destination groups (Base, Transit or Niche destinations)

The weighted mean was assigned to each TO to create a hierarchy from cheapest to most expensive. The position of each TO is directly proportional to two factors. The first is the kinds of services provided, while the second is the exclusiveness and variety of destinations. The more a TO addresses a specific demand target, supplying thematic travel packages and stays in exclusive destinations away from popular tourism sites, the higher is its position in the hierarchy. The results confirm the desire of TOs to revise their role within the tourist industry, from a general mass-market player to a more specific niche-market oriented one.

Another price component is the mean daily expense charged to each U.S. tourist during the holiday. The resulting curve increases from a minimum of $205.00 to a maximum of $433.00 per person.

These data indicate that people travelling to Italy are usually in the middle-high U.S. socioeconomic class, earning between $50,000.00 and $100,000.00 per year. They are well-educated and without financial problems (ENIT, 2010). Usually they are high-spenders and certainly they have specific travel requirements and are interested in having an unforgettable holiday. As already declared, this tourist profile remind to the prosumer one.

From the analysis of the range between minimum and maximum travel package prices, we were able to distinguish two large TO groups. The first sells packages up to $3,000.00, supplying mainly Base destinations travel packages and sometimes Transit destinations one. The second group is more expensive, with package prices up to $4,500.00, but they supply a wide range of travel packages including all three destination groups (Base, Transit and Niche destinations). The package prices depend on the number of days, the kind of services and the number of additional services included. However, the highest package prices also depend on the kind of destinations and the customized services. The more the package provides a niche destination and personalized services, the higher is the price.

This is also shown by the selling price analysis (highest, mean, and lowest) for each city/geographic area supplied by the TOs. The results show that the base destinations have a large range between the minimum and maximum prices because they are supplied by both the cheapest TO and the most expensive one. In any case the mean price for base destinations is $2,300.00. The situation is different for the other two types of destinations (transit and niche) which have more variable mean prices and ranges. The mean price for transit destinations is $2,750.00 and for niche destinations $2,975.00. Interesting is the high variability in price ranges due to the very low prices of some niche destinations like Marche ($914.00) or Matera ($2,239.00) on account of some targeted marketing strategies for the package start-up.

In the complex the analysis shows that TOs establish a low package price for the most popular destinations (base destinations), mostly chosen by tourists without specific requirements. It reminds the long tail theory declaring that to some popularity products or services correspond an high number of demand, but nevertheless the highest selling volume is generated by the un-popular or niche products and
services. In TOs supply *Niche destinations* and *Transit destinations* packages are addressed to specific-interest targets, and the more the supplied destinations are unknown and away from the most popular and famous Italian cities, the higher is the price. Hence the price strategy is in inverse relation to the destination’s popularity. Table 4 shows the three destination groups supplied by TOs. The data are the number of packages including that city or geographic area, the minimum, maximum and mean price per destination, and the percentage presence per destination.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Destinations</th>
<th>Number of TOs sold packages</th>
<th>Average selling price</th>
<th>Destinations percentage presence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Base Destinations</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>$2,300.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rome</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>$2,305.78</td>
<td>69.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florence</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>$2,263.33</td>
<td>53.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>$2,392.47</td>
<td>43.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amalfi Coast</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>$2,281.39</td>
<td>33.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transit Destinations</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>$2,750.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umbria</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>$2,552.49</td>
<td>23.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South of Tuscany</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>$2,411.68</td>
<td>22.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verona &amp; Padua Area</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>$2,415.46</td>
<td>22.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milan</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>$3,181.73</td>
<td>15.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South East Sicily</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>$2,779.82</td>
<td>14.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North of Tuscany</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>$2,814.14</td>
<td>13.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modena, Reggio Emilia, Parma &amp; Bologna area</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>$2,715.45</td>
<td>11.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Como Lake</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>$2,930.79</td>
<td>11.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North West Sicily</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>$2,998.08</td>
<td>11.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Niche Destinations</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>$2,975.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ravenna &amp; Saint Marino area</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$2,664.83</td>
<td>8.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinque Terre area</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$3,425.60</td>
<td>5.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrrhenian Calabria Coast</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$3,449.14</td>
<td>5.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piedmont</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$3,045.85</td>
<td>5.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maggiore Lake area</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$3,819.00</td>
<td>3.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salento area</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$3,479.00</td>
<td>2.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gargano area</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$3,589.00</td>
<td>2.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matera area</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$2,239.00</td>
<td>2.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aeolian Islands</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$3,126.00</td>
<td>1.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marche</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$914.00</td>
<td>1.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Section Three: Search Engine Optimization**

A well-working interactive web site where promoting and advertising products on the Internet is a primary requirement to be on-line, but it is not enough. A TO needs to be noticed on the web and for this, it must include a SEO analysis in its web marketing strategies. If well done, it allows a web site to be easily traceable in the multitude of web pages on the Internet. Indeed some studies (Xiang et al., 2008; Xiang & Pan, 2011; Law et al., 2010; Judd, 1995) and statistical data (US Travel Association, 2009) have demonstrated that a search engine is the most cost-effective web marketing tool, as it is very often used by Internet users searching for some kinds of information on the web.

This confirms the importance for a tourism player to place its web site among the first positions after a search engine query based on some specific keywords. First of all, it must understand the required criteria for a well-done SEO. It needs to find the right keywords, i.e. those most used by Internet users looking to travel to Italy. At the same time it needs to capture the attention of the specific target to which the TO wants to direct its products. The selected keywords that will help the TO web site be placed among the first positions of the search engine results must reflect the users’ search behavior. Only in this
way will it be possible to capture a specific target demand and advertise its web site on the Internet (Gursoy & McLeary 2004).

Because of the importance of SEO, first of all in this section we are going to discover which the position is occupied by each TO in the Google.com search engine web page corresponding to the query "Italy Vacation".

The Google search results show not only OTA and TO web sites but also other kinds of web players (such as social media sites) distinguished according to the study by Xiang & Gretzel (2010), as showing in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Google research results for the keyword “Italy Vacation”

On the basis of this results it assumes that when an Internet user looks for a vacation in Italy using the Google.com search engine web site and typing simple and basic keywords like "Italy Vacation", he easily access to a TOs web site as much as to an OTAs one.

Because of the emerging role of the OTAs which, thanks to dynamic packaging, allow their users to build a travel package as they requires, both for tourism services included and for the price, the second part of SEO analysis focus on OTAs and TOs. The aim is to understand how these two stakeholders appear in different way after the typing of different kinds of keywords. If it is true that to a generic and simple query like "Italy Vacation", the search engine Google.com web site shows quite the same number of TOs and OTAs web sites, it should be true as well that, the more the keywords are specific and targeted, the more the research results change. In the attempt to know how TOs can be found by potential customers by typing in some keywords into a search engine (Google, 2011), we selected some keywords that can help them to effectively place their sites on the Internet. The results were obtained using the on-line tool SEOCENTRO, with queries based on 20 keywords divided into two macro-groups (targeting and specific interest) To choose the keywords satisfying this aim, we used the on-line tool Google AdWords. After typing the keywords “Italy vacation”, it gave a list of related words. We then selected a panel of 20 keywords related to “Italy vacation”, which were divided into two groups:

1. The first refers to keywords that could be typed by both a mass demand target and a niche demand target. The keywords refer to economic aspects (cheap Italy vacation packages, all inclusive Italy vacations, last minute Italy deals, luxury tours Italy, guided tours of Italy, independent tour Italy) characterizing the two macro-targets (mass and niche demand).
2. The second group refers to keywords allowing one to search for a holiday based on specific customer needs. For example, daily activities (wine tour Italy; cooking tour Italy; Italian cities guided tours; mini cruise tour Italy; honeymoon in Italy) or visits to specific Italian cities or geographic areas either well known or not by U.S. residents (Rome vacation packages; Venice vacation packages; Tuscany vacation packages; Sicily vacation packages; Cinque Terre vacation packages; Amalfi Coast vacation packages).

The results show that the more the keywords are specific, the higher is the TO’s percentage presence among the first 50 Google search positions. In most cases, the TO web sites have a higher presence than the OTA sites. This is even more so for keywords referring to specific travel interests and for those
referring to a visit to a niche Italian destination, both belonging to the second keyword group.

For the keywords in the first group, the data show that the presence of TOs or OTAs in Google.com changes depending on the kind of holidays searched for (cheap or expensive).

As Figure 6 shows, OTAs are well-placed in the Google search engine results for keywords referring to a mass demand target (first group of keywords) linked to low-cost trips, such as last-minute, deals, cheap. This confirms the mass market OTA orientation, supplying cheap prices and holiday deals. Instead, TOs are well-placed in the Google search engine results for keywords referring to packages (Italy vacation packages, all inclusive Italy, etc.) and niche travel (wine tour Italy, cooking tour Italy, luxury tours Italy, etc.).

![Figure 6. Search engine keywords for OTAs and TOs](image_url)

The figure refers only to TOs and OTAs and does show other web sites included in the Google.com research results but not important for the purposes of our survey, even though they were considered during the data collection phase. Furthermore, although most of the TOs resulting from the Google search were from the U.S., there were also some from other countries (Europe, Canada, and Australia).

The last step of our analysis of SEO was to compare the presence of the five main OTAs with that of the U.S. TOs in the Google search results based on the same 20 keyword panel. The data show
that Expedia.com is the OTA with the highest percentage presence, followed by Orbitz.com and Cheaptickets.com. Although Travelocity.com and Priceline.com have lower percentage presences, their popularity with respect to the TOs should not be underestimated.

Section Four: Otas Comparison

The data we collected since here allow us to declare that as a consequence of the Internet users behavior the tourist providers are directing their promotional marketing strategies through the web. Thanks to this new communication channel, the tourist providers are able to promote and sell their product directly to the final user. It implies lower costs, more clients to reach but more and new competitors direct and indirect as well. For small-sized TOs, Internet become a necessary tool to promote their supply and reach specific demand target. But, at the same time, Internet means also a lot of competitors, old and new, direct and in directs. In this regards we remind the Anderson theory declaring that the unpopular and niche products generate the highest selling volume. On the basis of this theory we are going to understand which are the differences between the products offered byTOs and OTAs. The attempt was to put together a travel package to Italy using the biggest and most popular OTA in the world: Expedia.com. We chose this OTA because its popularity and huge database allowing finding an enough quantity of tourist services to create a travel package. The aim was to answer the following questions:

1. Can any Internet user forego the work of a TO and uses an OTA web site to create the same kind of package we have just analyzed?
2. Are many geographic, logistic or technical skills necessary for an Internet user to put together a travel package by means of an OTA web site? And how much time would it take?

The re-creation of all the travel packages supplied by TOs using the OTA web site was not possible, and this was especially true for packages proposing Italian niche destinations.

The first step was finding the hotels in the TO packages. We obtained three results. First, it was easy to book a stay in the hotels in the TO packages belonging to the “Base destinations” group. Second, it was harder to find the hotels in packages belonging to the “Transit destinations” group. Third, it was impossible to find any of the hotels in the “Niche destinations” group packages because they are not included in the OTA database. Therefore we encountered many difficulties in the first step since only a few hotels were found using the OTA web sites and mainly those of the “Base destinations” packages.

After that, all the Italian destinations, part of the US small-sized TOs supply, have been searched inside the five main OTAs web sites, the mostly popular in US (PhoCusWright, 2009). Some of the niche destinations were not inside the OTAs on-line database, furthermore the attempts to assembly the same kind of travel packages as the ones offered by the US small-sized TOs failed. This result allows assuming that is not possible booking any kind of travel on OTAs web sites, especially the niche ones. Anyway for the packages including the most Italian popular destinations we realized that in some case it was possible to create a sort of travelling package. So the next step was to create a travel itinerary package,
like a point to point one from a city to another one of Italy. In doing that it needed to identify the best local transfer to move during the trip. Once again, we met with some difficulties.

First, it required detailed knowledge of the geographic locations of the Italian cities and the distances between them in order to choose the most suitable transfer service (train, rental car, domestic flight, etc.). Second, a lot of time was spent in Internet browsing during the travel package construction. The travel package is a more sophisticated product than a single-city tourist package. Putting together a travel package using an OTA web site requires a great deal of patience and much time to add on all the different tourism services. Finally, we attempted to combine the accommodation + transport with the additional services supplied by TOs, as some of these services were also found in the OTA web sites. There were no food & wine tasting tours, nor cooking courses or craft workshops. Guided museum or archeological area tours were available, but only in the three main Italian tourism cities (Rome, Florence and Venice) and on the Amalfi Coast.

The failed attempt allows us to make some consideration: TOs and OTAs distinguish in their supply and it is not possible for an Internet users to create a travelling package offered by a TO using the biggest and most popular OTA web site. In doing that it needs huge geographical knowledge and technical skills. The same is for the packages offering stays in niche destinations. Hence, we are seeing a reversal of traditional tourism theory, as TOs and OTAs are changing their roles in the tourism industry.

TOs are changing from a general and mass-market orientation to addressing a niche market demand, supplying customized travel packages based on specific needs. OTAs are aiming mainly at visits to the main tourism cities, with special price deals (low-cost packages) targeting a “self-service” tourism target demand, i.e. the tourist who prefers to put together a travel package by himself, saving on the mark-up costs included in TO packages. The self-service tourist does not seek an experience holiday. He is satisfied with visiting the main cities and does not need specific services; the basic ones (flight + hotels) are sufficient. In his requirement this kind of tourist in very different from the prosumer, whom TOs are targeting their travelling and niche destinations packages.

To validate this theory we are going to demonstrate how OTAs focus mainly on mass market destinations, figure 8 shows the percentage presence of hotels included in the five main OTA web sites database (Expedia.com, Travelocity.com, Orbitz.com, Priceline.com and Cheaptickets.com) distinguished by destination group. The graph focused only on the hotels in the Italian cities/geographic areas included in the TO packages, but it document how OTAs satisfy only "Base destinations" tourist demand.

The highest percentage (82%) of hotels offered by the OTAs belongs to the “Base destinations” group, i.e. the TO destinations defined in Figure 3 as mass-market tourism destinations. Therefore the hypothesis of a reversal of the roles of TOs and OTAs within the tourism industry is confirmed.

TOs are tending to orientate toward a niche market tourism demand while OTAs are directing their supply to a mass-market tourism demand.

Reminding the long tail theory, it is possible to place OTA on the top of the graph, the area where are located the popular and cheap products (mass market); while TOs can be placed on the "tail" of the graph, the area where are located the un popular but more profitable products (niche market).

Figure 8. Percentage presence of the hotels in the OTA websites divided by destination group.
The aim of our survey was to demonstrate the repositioning of small sized TOs and OTAs within the traditional tourism industry as a consequence to the market evolution due to ICT developments. Thanks to the spread of Web 2.0 applications and user generated content (UGC), traditional marketing tools are changing and web sites are becoming the means by which tourists are planning, booking and paying for a trip to Italy, which must be an exclusive, high-quality, customized experience.

With our web marketing mix analysis we demonstrate the birth of mass-market-oriented OTAs and the consequent change of the role of TOs toward a niche market orientation.

This sounds strange at first, a paradox, if we think about the history of tourism. In fact, TOs were established to standardize and industrialize the tourism sector, thanks to all-inclusive packages addressed to an off-line mass tourism demand. Instead, OTAs appeared thanks to the Internet, supplying tourism services that could be combined by the user himself and sold at cheaper prices than those of TOs. Using dynamic packaging technology, OTAs fulfill the user’s dream to put together the package he requires, combining flights, hotels, local transfers and daily tours. However, our survey shows that this old view, i.e. mass-market TOs opposed to niche OTAs, is no longer valid. In fact TOs are renewing their product and price strategies. More exactly, referring to Anderson's theory, they are moving through the tail of the graph: the area where the highest selling volumes are generated by the un-popular or niche products and services.

Attention! As our survey shows, TOs direct their supply both to a mass and a niche target. But they differentiate the packages with different prices or different destinations to visit. In this way, they attract a new demand target and distinguish themselves from the competing OTAs. This is thanks to the TOs’ capacity for innovation, adaptation to market changes and professional expertise acquired through the years. Furthermore, unlike OTAs, they provide consulting and professional know-how during the assembly of tourism services making up the package, aiming to satisfy all the customer’s travel needs. This is an important TOs feature: the additional value of a product-package supplied by a TO is the tourist’s experience during the trip, which is determined by the additional services. The TO’s package does not consist only of the flight + hotel + rental car, as does the OTA’s package. The TOs offer the chance to have a travel experience, allowing the tourist to discover various aspects of a resort, such as cultural traditions, food & wine, entertainment or folklore. Furthermore, the tourist does not have to worry about organizing the trip or about transfers or incidental mishaps. Everything depends on the TO management, whose main purpose is customer satisfaction and retention. These services complete the travel packages and they allow us to understand some pricing choices and the differences between the travel experience supplied by a TO and a self-service trip organized on an OTA web-site.

Instead, OTAs direct their supply mainly to a mass-market tourism demand looking for special last-minute deals and low-cost travel packages. These kinds of tourism products are available on the OTA web sites and they usually have lower prices than TO products. Tourists are able to combine the services they require by themselves thanks to dynamic packaging technology, but this is true only for the main and popular Italian tourist cities, not for niche destinations.

Unlike TOs, OTAs supply does not include customized services to satisfy specific customer needs and it is difficult for any user to create a travelling package point to point by a city to another using the dynamic packages system.

This is what distinguishes the TO supply: it gives the tourist a full holiday experience. It is not possible to put together the same package using an OTA web site, as profound knowledge of the territory and strong organization are required to assemble all the “pieces of the puzzle”, i.e. the single services composing the package. Furthermore, some niche destinations can be found only in that single TO product list, not in those of the TO competitors or the OTAs. Indeed the competitiveness of TOs with respect to OTAs depends on this. Although OTAs have cheaper prices than TOs, they do not supply and sell experience holidays but rather single tourist services which must be put together by the tourist himself.

There are two opposite kinds of Internet-using tourists. The first is the mass market tourist who looks for the cheapest holiday deal, while the second is the niche market tourist who wants to have a travel experience and has specific needs. This last kind of tourist is the prosumer, who can be compared to the one choosing a TOs package. He is producer and consumer in the same time. Producer because he wants to live a travel experience, consumer because he enjoy the travel experience. The prosumer, choosing a TO travel package is both who enjoy a first holiday in Italy and for whom it is sufficient to visit the main Italian cities, but he can be also a tourist who has already been to Italy at least once and, in coming back, is looking for high quality and new kinds of experiences for maximum holiday enjoyment.

He does not require a mass product but the niche ones, and he is ready to pay more to get and enjoy this kind of travel package. This is a tourist who
redefines the concept of “luxury”, which no longer means opulence, ostentation and abundance but rather experience (Stamboulis & Skayannis, 2003; Morcellini, 2003). It demonstrates the wide variability of minimum and maximum prices fixed for “turisdotto” and Amalfi Coast destinations. In fixing prices TOs direct both to thrifty tourists and well-off ones, the both are able to enjoy a trip to these locations. The services provided make the difference. A simple package combining hotel + local transfer is addressed to the former kind of tourist (thrifty). However the package proposed to the latter tourist type (well-off) includes high-quality facilities and additional services including both customer care and tours or daily activities, which improve the overall travel experience.

Our analysis shows that OTAs direct their supply mainly toward the mass-market and low-cost tourism demand. Thanks to the dynamic packaging and to the large number of tourism service providers included in their databases, they can fix low prices. OTAs price strategy is: the more tourists services you buy the most you save. In this way any user can choose the most convincing providers to the cheapest price. The final package can be purchased on the Internet and it is cheaper than that of TOs because it does not include mark-up or brokerage costs. At the same time, the Internet also allows players to reach niche markets, but in doing that TOs needs a well-working web sites where promoting and selling their travel products.

Our analysis shows that, probably due to size and economic reasons, TOs do not have a well-developed web sites as OTAs. Not all U.S. TOs use e-commerce tools to make on-line commercial transactions. Just 7 of the 11 sites allow customers to buy the packages on-line without specialized help. Packages are booked most often by e-mail or by phone via the web site, and these actions lead to the final transaction. Most TOs prefer to help the customer put together the services in the package directly by phone. Confirmation of bookings and checking the status of the order can be done either by web site or by phone. People can also use the web sites to read the travel insurance or contract conditions, actions needed to finalize the transaction.

Therefore, with respect to the five main OTAs used by U.S. tourists, the orientation of TOs to on-line selling is low and they prefer direct contact with the final customer by phone or e-mail for bookings and payments. The web site is usually an advertisement tool and a gateway to the initial relationship with customers. Direct contact between customer and TO begins only when a customer is really interested in a TO package. After registration on the site, the customer is allowed access to the area reserved for him; during the trip, he can receive help wherever he is or whenever he wants thanks to the on-line customer care service. In addition, the web site is often a gateway for relationships with other tourism players.

These are the main functions of the on-line distribution marketing mix variable. TOs use their web sites as first contacts with customers but then prefer a “face-to-face” relationship possible thanks to phone and e-mail services. This allows TOs to understand what the customer is looking for and thus to satisfy his specific needs. On the demand side, the user not only delegates the to put together the travel package he desires, but he is always sure of customized service in each travel phase. The TO’s aim in providing this service is good customer satisfaction and retention.

The use of web sites mainly as an "access gate" to the customer contact is another feature distinguishing the TOs role with the OTAs one. From a customer care point of view, having a web sites with few or none e-commerce tools, is wanted TOs choice, in the willing to do not leave the user alone during Internet browsing but rather guide and help him whenever he needs assistance. This is very important especially for niche destination packages supplying stays in small and unpopular Italian cities, which require specialized consulting and territorial know-how guidance. OTAs do not have this kind of knowledge because their role is merely to broker the single tourist services which are put together in a travel package by the user thanks to dynamic packaging technology and a high-tech web site.

Therefore we are witnessing a reversal of the roles of TOs and OTAs within the tourism industry and it is due to the development of the Internet.

The obtained results allow finding answers to the questions we raised in the introduction section. Furthermore the results confirm the study by PhoCusWright (2009) showing that the changing role of TOs toward a niche market orientation is in line with the decreasing mass market tourism demand. Although the OTA web sites are browsed more than the TO sites, Expedia, Orbitz, Cheaptickets, Travelocity and Priceline recorded fewer web users and customers in 2009 than in previous years. In particular, the number of Internet users booking a trip on one of these OTA web sites decreased from 79% to 72% in two years.

Our survey shows that it is easier to book a flight or hotel room involving popular Italian cities like Rome, Florence or Venice. However it is harder, using an OTA web site, to book a stay in small Italian tourism cities or villages and to enjoy an experience holiday. Therefore, U.S. TOs are focusing their marketing strategies on this aspect. They are
becoming promoters and suppliers of niche travel packages, favoring special interest holidays away from the most popular Italian tourism destinations. In this way, they give international notoriety to lesser known tourism destinations and they differentiate their supply from that of OTAs, remaining competitive in the growing global Internet market.

Management Suggestions

Country Brand Index 2011 includes the search for experiences, customized trips away from popular destinations and Internet use in trip planning as emerging tourism trends. In the light of these developing tourism trends and the results of our survey, we propose some suggestions that might help Italian incoming tourism players in their future web marketing strategies.

The Internet is undoubtedly the best tool to promote and advertise the player’s product to a wide international audience. Improving and streamlining the website will provide many benefits and opportunities: communication and promotion of the product using cheap and popular tools; strengthening the B2B and B2C relationships; monitoring the purchase-consumption behavior of the desired tourism target; checking the marketing strategies of direct and indirect competitors. Finally, as a great communication tool, the Internet allows consumers to share their experiences with other consumers (C2C relationship), favoring e-word-of-mouth. The kinds of travel packages supplied by TOs allow them to reposition themselves along the long tail theory curve.

Some of the U.S. TOs selected in this survey took full advantage of the Internet development. Just as these TOs discovered the power of the Internet to supply experiences through high-quality travel packages and thus became oriented toward a niche market demand, Destination Management Organizations (DMOs) can use this example to readdress or remodel the image of their territory toward a specific-interest tourism target. To this purpose, a DMO can strengthen and improve its website, making it more streamlined and interactive (Costa & Testa, 2012). Choosing the right broker is also very important, as it must be able to promote and sell destinations in the best way possible.

By using the Internet, both TOs and OTAs can give broad visibility to the DMO. Yet it must be careful in deciding to which target it wishes to address its product? Choosing one kind of broker rather than another determines the DMO’s position along the long tail theory curve. Hence, the destination will be more oriented either toward a mass market tourism demand enjoying a low-cost holiday or toward a niche tourism demand looking for quality services and experiences.

The same thing is true for accommodation providers within a destination. Like other tourism players, they can choose which position to take along the long tail theory curve. Being on an OTA website means that a large number of Internet users can gain access to the accommodation provider’s website, but this high visibility has its price in terms of dependence of the accommodation provider on the OTA’s bargaining power and on the type of mass-market tourism demand enjoying low-cost and short-break holidays.

This trend further confirms our theory about the TOs repositioning. Their traditional role within the industry (Poon, 1993; Shaw & Williams, 1994) and their subordinate relationship both with the tourism destinations and with the accommodation at the destination (Medina-Muñoz, Medina-Muñoz & Falcón, 2003) cannot be supported anymore. As data demonstrate, OTAs now have high contracting power over accommodation providers in the main Italian cities. For example, Expedia.com proposes about 1641 hotels in Rome, but only 36 accommodation facilities in the Cinque Terre area.

As a window on the World Wide Web, Expedia.com and many other OTAs give great visibility to the accommodation providers in the database. However, this creates a strong tie of dependence between OTAs and the providers, as occurred in the past between mass-market TOs and destinations.

This shows how important the marketing mix strategies are for Italian incoming tourism players. DMOs and small-medium-sized enterprises (SMSE) that have not acquired management skills concerning recent tourism market developments run the risk of disseminating a tourism image or product different from what they desire. If they are unable to recognize the differences between OTAs and TOs as brokers, they may not be able to identify Internet opportunities or threats. Therefore each tourism player must consider the evolution that traditional Travel & Leisure market theories are undergoing. Only then will the player be able to decide on the position to take along the long tail theory curve.
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